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Abstract

In this Chapter, we address the challenge of explaining institutional change, asking whether the much-criticized rational choice perspective can contribute to the understanding of institutional change in political science. We discuss the methodological reasons why rational choice institutionalism (RCI) often assumes that institutional change is exogenous and discontinuous. We then identify and explore the possible pathways along which RCI can be extended to be more useful in understanding institutional change in political science. Finally, we reflect on what RCI theorizing would look like if it started to take endogenous change seriously: by giving up some of its simplifying assumptions, RCI can be a useful tool for analyzing institutional change, but choosing this path has consequences for the generality of the models in RCI as well as for the style of its theorizing.
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1. Introduction

Explaining institutional change, particularly explaining gradual and endogenous change, has long been the Achilles heel of institutional analysis. All major approaches to institutions – historical institutionalism, sociological institutionalism, and rational choice institutionalism – seem to have problems with it. These problems are rooted in the way in which institutions are conceived:

Despite many other differences, nearly all definitions of institutions treat them as relatively enduring features of political and social life (rules, norms, procedures) that structure behavior and that cannot be changed easily or instantaneously. The idea of persistence of some kind is virtually built into the very definition of an institution. (Mahoney & Thelen 2009, p. 4)

The inability to deal with institutional change is a serious challenge for any theory of institutions. Moreover, a theory that deals with institutional change only in an ad hoc manner or rules out conceivable, and possibly important, forms of institutional change cannot be fully satisfactory as a theory of institutions. Such a theory will have an explanatory handicap. Consider, for example, the...

---

1 What counts as institutional change is ambiguous. While it could mean a change in the rules (or other elements) of the institution, it could also mean changes in the consequences/functions of the institution. These two do not always match. Furthermore, even small changes in the institution could have dramatic long-term consequences, while sometimes large changes in the institution do not make much difference to the consequences of interest. Here, as elsewhere in the social sciences, the principle that the “size” of the causes and effects do not have to match applies. In any case, in this Chapter, we will have to rely on an intuitive idea of institutional change.
distinction between exogenous and endogenous change. Since most institutional change is (and will be) a result of a combination of exogenous and endogenous factors, approaches that rule out some or all forms of endogenous change will have an explanatory disadvantage. Likewise, consider the distinction between discontinuous and incremental change. Although most theories of institutions see change as a discontinuous phenomenon and overlook incremental developments (Mahoney and Thelen 2009), it is also widely accepted that institutions change incrementally (e.g., North 1990). Leaving out the possibility of incremental change creates an explanatory shortcoming for theories of institutions; not only that such a theory cannot get the cases involving incremental change right, but it cannot shed light on the preconditions of abrupt changes it might be able to explain either. Our point is a theoretical one in that we are not claiming that endogenous or incremental sources of change are more important or more powerful, but that an acceptable theory should be able to deal with them both.

In this Chapter, we address the challenge of explaining institutional change and ask whether the much-criticized rational choice perspective can contribute to the understanding of institutional change in political science. We aim to identify the methodological reasons why rational choice institutionalism (RCI) assumes that institutional change is exogenous and discontinuous. We also ask whether it is possible to overcome these biases. More specifically, we will address the question of why RCI has difficulty conceiving endogenous change and why it has “a tendency to see change mostly in terms of dynamics unleashed by some exogenous shift or shock” (Streeck & Thelen 2005, p. 7). Our diagnosis of *the endogeneity blindness* of RCI will address the general limitations of this approach in explaining institutional change, but also reveal some of the ways in which it can contribute to the understanding of institutional change in political science.

The Chapter will proceed as follows. In Section 2, we will begin by describing the core ideas of the rational-choice approach and showing how they give rise to endogeneity blindness. We will focus on Francesco Guala’s *rules-in-equilibrium approach* (RE) (2016), which is a recent attempt to unify various RCI strands. Nevertheless, our points apply more generally. In Section 3, we will discuss three ways of incorporating endogenous change into RCI: Greif and Laitin’s (2004) introduction of quasi-parameters, Jack Knight’s (1992) bargaining approach, and Farrell and Héritier’s (2003) account of endogenous change in the context of EU institutions. This discussion will help us identify some of the possible ways in which RCI can be extended to be more useful in understanding institutional change in political science. In Section 4, we will explore these pathways by opening up the black box of rule compliance a little bit further, discussing the basic reasons why institutional rules are indeterminate and how this gives rise to important sources of incremental institutional change. In Section 5, we conclude by briefly reflecting on what RCI theorizing would look like if it began to take endogenous change seriously. By giving up the simplifying assumptions underlying endogeneity blindness, game theory can still be a useful tool for analyzing institutional change in political science, but choosing this path has consequences for the generality of the models in RCI as well as for the style of its theorizing.

2. The rules-in-equilibrium approach

There are two prominent ways in which RCI scholars have conceptualized institutions: institutions-as-rules (e.g., North 1990, Ostrom 2005) and institutions-as-equilibria (e.g., Lewis
The rules approach sees institutions as rules that govern individual behavior and create behavioral regularities. In this approach, institutions are considered as rules that help individuals solve societal problems or facilitate social interaction. The equilibrium approach, on the other hand, defines institutions as the equilibria of games that represent societal problems. It focuses on the motivations of individuals in choosing particular strategies to solve the coordination and cooperation problems that they face, rather than the rules that govern individual behavior. We will focus here on a recent attempt to unify these approaches, called the rules-in-equilibrium approach (RE) (Guala 2016). However, to understand RE, it is useful to start with the equilibrium approach.

The equilibrium approach begins with a representation of a societal problem in game form. The symmetric coordination game in Figure 1 is helpful in illustrating the main characteristics of this approach. In this game, each player has two options, L and R, which could, for example, represent the side of the road they choose to drive on. The payoff matrix shows that players benefit from coordination and thus they have an incentive to choose what the other player chooses. (L, L) and (R, R) are the Nash equilibria of the game, in which no player can benefit from unilaterally choosing another option. The Nash equilibria of this game are taken to represent alternative coordination conventions that are considered as basic institutions. Naturally, the coordination of two players cannot be conceived of as an institution. One can talk about an institution if a population of players somehow end up choosing the same option repeatedly, expecting everyone else to do the same to solve a recurrent coordination problem (Lewis 1969). For the equilibrium approach, the key characteristics of an institution are the following. First, there are multiple equilibria that represent alternative institutions. Second, the existence of an institution requires concordant mutual expectations (beliefs) by the members of the population (i.e., everyone expects or believes that everyone else will act in a certain way). Third, the institution provides a solution to a recurrent societal problem. Fourth, once this solution emerges no one has an incentive to change her behavior.3

The equilibrium approach to institutions is said to provide the micro-foundations for institutions (Weingast 1996, p. 168). Its main strength over the rules approach is its ability to explain why people are motivated to follow the rules (Greif and Kingston 2011, Guala 2016).

---

2 RCI frequently distinguishes between organisations and institutions (e.g., North 1990, Khalil 1995). For example, North (1990) distinguishes between the players of the game (organisations) and rules of the game (institutions). Others in RCI consider organisations as institutional elements, rather than as institutions: “An institution is a system of rules, beliefs, norms, and organizations that together generate a regularity of (social) behavior” (Greif 2006, p. 30). Nevertheless, this distinction does not deny the institutionality of organisations; rather, it serves to direct the analytical focus on the rules that agents (including organisations) follow or on equilibria that represent alternative institutions.

3 On economics of conventions see Sugden (1986, Chp. 3) and Young (1996).
Although an equilibrium model is unable to tell us exactly how they have discovered these rules, it is able to explain why people continue to follow them even in spite of small deviations, and what must happen (how the incentives must change, how the beliefs must be manipulated) to make them stop following the rules. Thus the equilibrium model will support a functional explanation of the form: "the rules exist because they help people solve a coordination problem." (Guala 2016, p. 31)

The main shortcoming of the equilibrium approach is that it describes individual action “from an external point of view” and does not take into account the human “capacity to represent and to follow rules” that “may help converge on an equilibrium” (Guala 2016, p. 54). Guala (2016) follows other scholars (e.g., Aoki 2001, Greif 2006, Greif and Kingston 2011) in combining the main insights of the rules and equilibrium approaches. Basically, Guala’s approach (RE) considers institutions as rules in equilibrium, where rules are considered as agents’ representations of equilibria and the institution as an equilibrium of a coordination game. In RE, “an institution may be considered as an equilibrium or as a rule of the game, depending on the perspective that one takes” (Guala 2016, p. 50). “From the point of view of an external observer” an institution corresponds to an equilibrium, but from the perspective of an agent an institutional rule “takes the form of a rule that dictates [...] what to do” in a given situation (Guala 2016, p. 50).

By combining the insights of the rules and equilibrium approaches, RE is able to overcome some of the difficulties faced by both accounts. Unlike the rules account, it can explain why people follow some rules and not others and, unlike the equilibrium account, it can take the agents’ point of view into account. Nevertheless, because it makes heavy use of the equilibrium concept, it also inherits some of the problems of the equilibrium approach. First, it does not explain the origin of institutions. RE rather presumes that one of the multiple equilibria, that is, one of the alternative institutions, will be selected. Guala presumes that an external public signal such as a toss of a coin (a correlation device, Aumann 1974) announced by a third party (a “choreographer”, Gintis 2009) can coordinate a player’s behavior. Guala also assumes that the public signals will be in conditional form, such as “if in England, always drive on the left”, and help individuals coordinate, but he does not explain where these public signals come from.

Second, like the equilibrium approach, RE is at its best in explaining the raison d’être and persistence of institutions in general. It shows that the institution at stake is a solution to a general societal problem (i.e., problems that individuals repeatedly face in their encounters with others) and once the solution is attained no one has an incentive to deviate from equilibrium behavior. For example, RE provides a raison d’être for money by pointing out that it solves a market coordination problem and can explain its persistence by showing that individuals have no incentive to deviate from the equilibrium behavior once the institution is in place.

Third, although RE does not explicitly try to explain institutional change, the way in which it conceptualizes institutions brings with it a certain way of thinking about change, since if institutions are persistent and self-enforcing structures that solve societal problems then institutional change must be due to external shocks.

---

4 We are simplifying here. Guala employs the solution concept of correlated equilibria, which presumes the existence of a correlation device that facilitates coordination, and institutional rules take the form of conditional rules.
A self-enforcing institution is one in which each player’s behavior is a best response. The inescapable conclusion is that changes in self-enforcing institutions must have an exogenous origin. (Greif and Laitin 2004, p. 633)

As RE relies heavily on equilibrium thinking it invites thinking about institutional change as a move from one persistent state to another, or from one equilibrium to another, or in terms of punctuated equilibria (Krasner 1984). Notice that this division between periods of endurance (“normal periods”) and exceptional moments of change (“critical junctures”) is set by a methodological bias rather than empirical facts about historical institutional change. Any explanation of change that can be developed within the RE must be developed on a ’per need’ basis, giving the explanations an ad hoc character. RE takes the self-enforcing nature of the resulting game-theoretical equilibrium as a defining feature of institutions, but it has no account of the stability of an institution over time.5

How does RE end up with this peculiar way of analyzing institutions? The key factor is the goal of having a general theory that could account for a type of institution, rather than for a particular institution.6 The explanandum is a highly stylized version of a “fully-formed” generic institution, rather than a concrete historical one. This sets RE aside from other approaches, like historical institutionalism, which has always focused on particular institutions. With the generic explanandum, all historical details are seen as contingent features of particular situations that are not of theoretical interest. They are just details that must be filled in when the theory is applied to particular cases. What matters is a theoretical how-possible explanation for a type of institution. This disregard for historical context is further strengthened when an explanandum is formulated in terms of the existence of the institution, rather than in terms of explaining its particular details. Naturally, with an abstract explanandum like this, there is much less change to be observed or to be explained. Thus, explaining change feels much less pressing.

Together with the methodological choices of the RE, its highly abstract explanandum shapes the characteristics of RE explanations. Although in principle the characteristics, social roles, and the history of particular agents might be represented by a combination of player types and payoffs, these matters are ignored in the analysis for the sake of generality. Similarly, the agents are usually represented as homogenous: everybody is assumed to have exactly the same capabilities, resources, beliefs, and incentives. This is not a formal denial of individual differences; they are just not considered theoretically interesting. Moreover, societal problems that are supposed to be the key to understanding institutions are analyzed as if they exist in an institutional vacuum. However, rational choice models often presuppose, albeit implicitly, the working of certain generic institutions such as markets, property rights, the rule of law, etc.7 Also, and more importantly for our purpose, they do not systematically take into account the role of extant institutions in determining institutional outcomes. This is not to say that the importance of existing institutions is denied; rather, in practice they are treated as historically variable contexts that can be ignored in developing a general theory. Finally, RE theorists take rule compliance for granted. While in principle it is acknowledged that rules

---

5 One could object to this claim by saying that evolutionary models such as Young’s (1998) provide an account of the stability of institutions, but such models account for the stability of institutions at a very general level and are not helpful in explaining the temporal stability of particular institutions.

6 For a discussion of Guala’s ideas about institution types and tokens, see Aydinonat & Ylikoski (2018).

7 See Field (1979, 1981) for a critique of rational choice models of institutions from this point of view.
can be ambiguous, indeterminate, and open to conflicting interpretation, in practice these issues are treated as random disturbances that do not have long-term consequences.

For RE, these *methodological choices and simplifications* are small sacrifices that allow the development of truly general theory. However, in explaining institutional change, as we just argued, these simplifications are far from harmless, making RE incapable of explaining endogenous change. Only by giving up these simplifications and the associated ideas about abstract *explananda* can RCI overcome its current shortcomings in explaining institutional change. The following sections will demonstrate this by showing how giving up these simplifications one by one increases the theory’s ability to explain change.

### 3. Overcoming endogeneity blindness

We have seen that endogeneity blindness is a product of simplifying assumptions that are ultimately justified by the choice of a highly abstract *explanandum*. In what follows we will analyze the resources available to RCI to overcome its endogeneity blindness, based on attempts by some rational-choice theorists to incorporate endogenous change into their theories. We will argue that overcoming endogeneity blindness requires giving up the simplifying assumptions described above. By paying attention to the details ignored by mainstream RCI it is possible to increase its explanatory power with respect to real world institutional phenomena.

We will start with a discussion of Greif and Laitin’s (2004) prominent attempt to analyze endogenous change in terms of quasi-parameters. We will then briefly introduce Knight’s (1992) bargaining approach that can increase the leverage of RCI. Finally, we will show how Farrell and Héritier (2003) employ the Knightian approach to develop an interesting model of endogenous change.

#### 3.1. Greif and Laitin: quasi-parameters

The basic idea of the Greif-Laitin approach is that an institution influences many things in the society, “such as wealth, identity, ability, knowledge, beliefs, residential distribution, and occupational specialization” (Greif and Laitin, 2004, p. 636) that could change or even undermine the institution in the long run. Normally, most things that institutions can influence are considered as exogenous parameters in the analysis. Greif and Laitin suggest considering them as endogenous when investigating institutional change. They call these parameters *quasi-parameters*, as their status as an exogenous parameter depends on the explanatory question asked. In the Greif-Laitin approach, an institution can cause a change in quasi-parameters, which can in turn either undermine or reinforce the equilibrium underlying that very institution. When more individuals in a wider range of situations find it best to adhere to the institutional rules – i.e., when the equilibrium is self-enforcing in a wider range of parameters – the institution is considered as *self-reinforcing* (Greif and Laitin, 2004, p. 634). When fewer individuals in fewer situations find the rules compelling, the institution is considered to be *self-undermining*. While Greif and Laitin work with the same idea of equilibrium as Guala, the idea of quasi-parameters allows them to conceive an institution as having

---

8 Here, we are focusing on a few selected approaches that employ the rational choice framework. For a comparative review of theories of institutional change, see Kingston & Caballero (2009).
consequences that have a “feedback effect” on itself, thus expanding or reducing the set of situations in which the institution is self-enforcing.

The idea of a quasi-parameter is ingenious. First, it allows one to see the difference between *game-theoretical equilibrium* as a representation of an institution and the *stability of the institution*. For comparison, consider RE. Although the RE approach distinguishes between the theoretical representation of the institution and the institution itself (Guala 2016), it does not operationalize this distinction. In RE analysis, equilibrium equals institutional stability or persistence. Greif and Laitin, on the other hand, identify the proper *explanandum* both for institutional persistence and change with the help of quasi-parameters. Second, in Greif and Laitin’s framework, similar causal mechanisms could explain both stability and change. There is no longer a need to assume that stability and change require different kinds of explanation, as suggested by Guala. Finally, the Greif-Laitin approach allows for incremental change, or at least incremental build-up for a change, since the institutional change occurs "when the self-undermining process reaches a critical level such that past patterns of behavior are no longer self-enforcing" (Greif and Laitin, 2004, p. 634).

Despite these appealing features, the Greif-Laitin approach does not fully address the challenge of explaining endogenous change. It does describe, very abstractly, how endogenous change could happen, but it does not really go very far: the quasi-parameters are just placeholders for whatever indirect institutional consequences might influence the set of situations in which the institution is self-enforcing. The model itself does not provide any insight as to which parameters should be conceived as quasi-parameters *ex ante*. Quasi-parameters must be decided case by case, "based on empirical observations" (Greif and Laitin, 2004, p. 634). The introduction of quasi-parameters helps to save the idealizing assumptions of the game-theoretical approach while bringing in more flexibility for explaining particular cases of institutional change. The crucial question, however, is whether the model actually contributes to explanations of particular cases of institutional change. For example, in Greif and Laitin’s (2004, Greif 2006) historical case studies, the formal models only seem to serve as non-essential parts of the explanatory narratives and they can be discarded without losing much of the explanatory insight as the real explanatory work is done by the context and historical details.

### 3.2. Knight: institutions as unintended consequences of conflict

Social scientific common sense suggests that power asymmetries between agents are important determinants of institutional change. While this insight often motivates empirical RCI analyses, it is not well reflected in theoretical work. As we have seen, the institutional analysis is done in an institutional vacuum without taking the extant institutions into account and assuming that the agents are homogenous. However, the influence of existing institutions on resource allocation and bargaining power is crucial for understanding why the institution has the rules it has.

In *Institutions and Social Conflict* (1992), Jack Knight presents a version of RCI that takes power asymmetries between agents as its analytical basis. While Knight does not offer new ideas about endogenous change, his approach introduces ideas that are useful for analyzing endogenous processes. He argues that understanding conflict over the expected benefits from alternative institutions provides a key to understanding institutions. His account shows how distributional consequences of institutions and conflict over institutional benefits can be integrated into an equilibrium approach to institutions.
According to Knight,

the main goal of those who develop institutional rules is to gain strategic advantage vis-a-vis other actors, and therefore, the substantive content of those rules should generally reflect distributional concerns. (Knight 1992, p. 40).

Rather than assuming that institutions are efficient in facilitating coordination or cooperation, Knight suggests regarding them as by-products of substantive conflicts over distributional outcomes. This makes the power asymmetries between the agents analytically salient. The basic idea is that in a bargaining situation an individual who has more power (e.g., in terms of access to resources such as wealth or holding an influential institutional position) usually has an advantage over individuals who lack power because a lengthy bargaining process would be more costly and risky for the latter. Those who have resources can wait, while those who do not will feel pressure to settle the situation irrespective of the distributional consequences because they cannot afford to wait for a resolution or take the risk of failure. In Knight’s analysis, bargaining power acts as an equilibrium selection “device”, selecting the equilibrium that favors the powerful. Note that the same considerations are also important for understanding institutional change: for example, if the formal institutional rules are ambiguous or in need of revision, the power asymmetries can determine the course of institutional change. In Knight’s account, the preferences and resources of the powerful do not directly determine the content of the rules, but the focus on the asymmetries in power and the interests of the agents are important points of analytical focus.

Knight’s approach is not formally in conflict with RE. While RE focuses on the common interests of the parties, Knight employs an analytical perspective that focuses on the heterogeneity of the agents and asymmetries of power. As Knight argues, the emphasis

… on the theoretical primacy of distribution does not deny the importance of gains from coordination or trade. The main point here is that such gains cannot serve as the basis for a social explanation; rather, these benefits are merely a by-product of the pursuit of individual gain (Knight 1992, p. 38).

Those who have more resources would have more leverage and hence an ability to influence the distributional consequences of the resulting institution. Furthermore, as Knight recognizes that the resources available to the participants and the rules of the bargaining are products of already existing institutions, it is much easier to avoid the temptations of the state of nature theorizing.

One of the advantages of this approach is that it allows more powerful explanations in that it can provide more general theoretical explanations as well as more precise (Kuorikoski & Ylikoski 2010) explanations for particular cases. Rather than focusing on the explanation of the existence of an institution, it addresses details of the institution: why does it have the rules it has? The explanatory contrast is not the absence of an institution, but an institution with different characteristics such as rules and distributional consequences. This is an appealing feature when explaining some real-world institutions rather than wondering about the existence of institutions in general. Another advantage is the clear distinction between the sources of an institution – i.e., the struggles over how benefits are distributed – and its consequences (Farrell 2009: 18), which makes the approach much less prone to flirting with functionalism. Rather, it makes systematic theorizing in terms of social mechanisms more salient (Knight 1992; Hedström & Ylikoski 2010). Overall, the emphasis on the differential capacities of agents and the unintended consequences of institutions helps to
connect game-theoretical theorizing with parallel research done by historical and sociological institutionalists.

Nevertheless, Knight (1992) does not provide a full toolset for analyzing endogenous change. A closer look shows that his approach makes it difficult to explain endogenous change because of the great emphasis on the endurance of institutions. Moreover, Knight follows the common RCI practice of taking rule-compliance for granted. As a result, he downplays the role and extent of institutional change. Nonetheless, Knight provides an important perspective change for RCI analysis of institutions and paves the way to models about endogenous change. An example of such a model is presented by Henry Farrell and Adrienne Héritier (Farrell and Héritier 2003, 2007; Héritier 2007), which we discuss next.

3.3. Farrell and Héritier

Farrell and Héritier (2003) add to Knight’s approach the assumption that formal institutional rules are incomplete contracts. They reject the simplification that all institutional features are fixed once the institution is in place. Instead, they assume that the formal rules are subject to renegotiation in the course of their daily application. In particular, they assume that informal rules govern the application of the formal rules. In the context of EU institutions, they claim that Treaties established in EU Intergovernmental Conferences are incomplete contracts that leave room for bargaining among the main organizational actors within the EU legislative process: The European Parliament, the Council, and the Commission. In the RCI analysis of Farrell and Héritier, these actors seek to maximize their own legislative competence by bargaining over how ambiguities in the treaty texts ought to be interpreted and applied to the legislative process. The basic idea is that bargaining over the appropriate interpretation of ambiguous formal institutional rules has distributional consequences and that informal institutions will influence this bargaining process.

A crucial element of this model is the distinction between agents who design the formal rules and other agents: those who are affected by the formal rules and those who are involved in the implementation of the formal rules. Not all agents can participate in the negotiation about the formal rules, but they may be involved in the implementation of the formal rules and influence their interpretation, and possibly, the future reformulations of the formal rules. For example, the EU member states have control of the treaty process, but the Parliament, the Council, and the Commission may take over when the treaties are implemented. This may involve the creation of informal institutions that structure actors’ relations within the legislative process. These informal institutions may accommodate existing formal rules by specifying or complementing them, but they may also transform them in a way that shifts the institutional structure and its distributional consequences (Farrell and Héritier 2003, 2007; Héritier 2007).

Farrell and Héritier analyze the situation in RCI terms. The informal rules that guide the daily application of ambiguous formal rules are products of bargaining. Two main sources of bargaining power are the agent’s formal institutional position (determined by extant institutional rules) and resource availability, which determine what time horizon the agent has and how sensitive it is to

---

Knight is aware of the difficulty of explaining endogenous change, especially in the case of spontaneous change: “… institutional change is not easily accomplished” (p. 145), “requires repeating the emergence process” and is “made even more difficult by the fact that unlike the case of initial emergence when expectations are not fixed on a particular rule, change requires persuading social actors to alter an expectation that is now fixed” (p. 147).
failure. These factors influence the ability of agents to shape the outcome of the negotiation and thus the informal rules governing the application of the formal rule. This constitutes the first phase of institutional change since the formal institutional rules might change as the informal institutions that guide their interpretation change.

Since the second phase consists of the interaction between informal and formal institutions, the informal rules *recursively* affect the next bargaining round in the revision of formal rules. The designing actors (such as EU member states) have to take into consideration the *de facto* rule change created and this will influence how formal rules are reformulated (e.g., how EU member states formulate the next intergovernmental treaty). More generally, if the designing agents find the results of the “interstitial” institutional change beneficial, they might formalize these *de facto* rules. In other situations, they might try to abolish the interstitially bargained informal rules or close the observed loopholes. However, this might not be possible when they disagree, and the results of the interstitial bargaining will remain. In any case, the *de facto* informal rules are something that designing agents have to take into account in negotiating the new formal rules. (Farrell and Héritier 2003, 2007; Héritier 2007; see also Jupille 2004 for an account of procedural politics that involves a similar idea about endogenous change.)

In the Farrell- Héritier model, institutional change is not only partly endogenous but also continuous. It is not analyzed in terms of off-and-on formal redesigns driven by independently given preferences, but a more continuous process of bargaining over informal practices that have feedback on future negotiations about the formal rules. The model is based on the idea of a feedback loop between the formal and informal rules that guide their application. Because of the heterogeneity of agents and the role of existing institutions, the institutional outcomes are under constant negotiation and never simply reflect the interests of the participants.

This ingenious model is enabled by giving up some typical RCI simplifications about institutions. First, the Farrell- Héritier model inherits all the benefits of Knight’s approach. The institutions are analyzed from the beginning in terms of conflicts about distributional consequences rather than cozy coordination arrangements between equal parties. However, they go further and give up some other RCI simplifications. The second important move is to pay more attention to the differences between agents. Not only are there power differences between agents, but they also have different roles: not all agents participate in the negotiations about formal rules, but they might still influence the way they are applied. This makes formal game-theoretical modeling of the situation much harder in that we have not only the game of setting the rules, but also the game of interpreting the rules, and the interactions between the two. Furthermore, not only are there multiple interrelated games, but these games also have different players, at least in part.10

Third, the Farrell- Héritier model does not take rules and rule compliance for granted. The key assumption is that the agreement about formal rules does not uniquely determine how the rules are to be applied or implemented. This idea about “incomplete contracts” opens the door to a continuous process of negotiation about the application of the rules which can give rise to incremental institutional change. Although the Farrell- Héritier model operates with a crude distinction between formal and institutional rules, their model suggests that unpacking the black

---

10 See Ross (2008) on how the “game determination” problem relates to the game theoretical accounts of conventions and convention formation.
box of rule compliance makes it possible to open up room for new forms of institutional change. In the next section, we will open this box a little bit further to see how it affects RCI assumptions and how it may enable seeing new forms of endogenous change. To this end, we will highlight some further aspects of rule-following. This will show that paying more attention to how the institutions – and rules – work paves the way for more sophisticated accounts of institutional change (and stability).

4. Taking rule-following seriously

Most RCI models assume homogeneous agents and focus on simple institutions, such as coordination conventions, in an institutional vacuum. Although these models are useful for certain explanatory tasks, they fall short of explaining institutional change. They also have limited use in analyzing the complex institutions that political scientists are interested in. In what follows, we will explore how RCI could be extended to be useful for explaining change in political institutions. So far, our discussion has shown that relaxing the typical RCI assumptions such as the homogeneity of agents, the absence of pre-existing institutions, and unproblematic rule compliance enables a better understanding of institutional change. Following the path pioneered by Farrell and Héritier, let’s discuss what taking into account power asymmetries, diverse institutional roles, rule ambiguity and rule compliance might mean for institutional theorizing.

RCI models typically do not take into account the fact that the agents may have diverse institutional and social roles. The Farrell- Héritier model suggests that the differing roles of agents require more attention. Individuals may have roles as rule makers, rule enforcers, or only as rule takers (Mahoney & Thelen 2010). Some individuals might also take multiple roles. Once the importance and diversity of roles is accepted, attention to historical dynamics becomes more important because the roles of individuals, as well as the roles themselves, might change in time. Moreover, again as Farrell and Héritier suggest, because individuals in various roles might rank institutional outcomes differently it would not be possible to understand the bargaining processes that bring about institutional change if one ignores this. For example, many agents whose compliance is crucial for the institution are often “forced” into obeisance by the expectation of punishment or the current unfeasibility of more favorable institutional rules (Moe 2005). The “losers” will try to improve their situation when opportunities arise, and the “winners” will counter these moves to continue to utilize their position to their advantage (Pierson 2016). Looking at how individuals holding different positions bargain over institutional outcomes opens up the internal dynamics of the institution which are important for many kinds of endogenous change.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Typical RCI assumptions</th>
<th>Extended RCI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Agents</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homogenous</td>
<td>Heterogeneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No institutional/social roles</td>
<td>Diverse institutional/social roles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No asymmetries in power (e.g., with respect to access to resources)</td>
<td>Power asymmetries, in terms of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a. Resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Roles (rule makers vs. rule takers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Institutional environment</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No pre-existing institutions</td>
<td>Existing institutions and practices determine roles, power asymmetries, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a. Interaction between formal and informal rules/practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Conflict between rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rules</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No ambiguity, no room for interpretation</td>
<td>Ambiguous rules, open to interpretation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No bargaining over meaning</td>
<td>Bargaining over meaning / interpretation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal rule compliance</td>
<td>No universal rule compliance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. RCI and its possible extensions for political science. The table shows how RCI can be extended to be useful for understanding institutional change in political science (Extended RCI) by relaxing some of the typical assumptions in RCI.

Second, the interaction between formal and informal rules requires more attention. Both formal and informal rules function against the background of a complex set of practices. Focusing on the formal rules, one can easily see that the application of any formalized rule is built upon an implicit set of practices that are not part of the formalized rule itself. It should also be noted that calling these practices “informal rules” and acknowledging their importance is not sufficient to understand how they operate and interact (cf. Turner 1994). A proper analysis of how rules work as a part of these practices is essential for understanding institutional change because the change in these practices can change the meaning and consequences of the formal rules. Paying attention to how rules work also opens the possibility of analyzing the role of material technologies underlying institutions. This is going to be an increasingly important dimension of institutions in the future.

Third, the indeterminacy of institutional rules – the foundation for the idea of incomplete contracts in Farrell and Héritier’s analysis – is another key element of institutional change. Taking this into account, however, will pose a challenge for the rational-choice design perspective. It is not realistic to assume that the agents who are setting the rules for an institution can fully anticipate all future scenarios where the rules would be put into use. There are at least two reasons for this. (1) Taking into account a huge number of imaginable future situations would be very costly and time-consuming. (2) There is no reason to assume that any agent can imagine all possible current and future scenarios where the rules might be put to use. Thus, even in the best circumstances, formal rules have to be considered as “incomplete contracts”. There is also a strategic aspect of the ambiguity of the rules in that many formal rules are compromises that are only possible because of the ambiguity or imprecision of the rules. Removing ambiguity is often costly and time-consuming, and hence might not be possible or preferable. Moreover, for some agents, it could be strategically advantageous to leave the rules abstract and ambiguous as this might give them some advantage.
in later negotiations about their interpretation. As Thelen and Conran put it: “… institution building is almost always a matter of political compromise. Institutions and rules are often left deeply ambiguous by the coalitions of (often conflicting) interests that preside over their founding” (2016, p. 57).

However, the indeterminacy and ambiguity of rules do not imply that we should set aside the basic insights of RCI. As Thelen and Conran observe: “… institutions instantiate power, they are contested. Losers in one round do not necessarily disappear but rather survive and find ways not just to circumvent and subvert rules, but to occupy and redeploy institutions not of their own making” (2016, p. 57). The rational-choice perspective is useful in understanding this process, but only if the existence of an institution is regarded as a continuous process that involves ambiguities and negotiations between heterogeneous agents with diverse roles and interests. This implies that change and stability are two sides of the same coin, rather than things that require completely different explanations. The life of institutions does not consist of serene equilibriums that are sometimes disrupted by external shocks, but of an ongoing struggle with coalitional dynamics that are vulnerable to smaller and larger shifts.11

Fourth, the conflicts between rules of different institutions as well as rule conflicts within institutions can be important sources of institutional change. Rules may overlap and conflict with each other. As such conflict requires a resolution, some of these rules either need to be changed or given a new interpretation, at least with respect to their domain of application. Either way, these conflicts can be important sources of institutional change. The conflicts between institutions are especially interesting because they might expand the set of agents that have a stake in the institution and resources to influence it. This could also mean a change in the definition of the “social problem” that the institution addresses. This point about ambiguity and possible overlap of institutional boundaries is general, since the institutional rules of any given society cannot be conceived as a coherent and fixed bundle of rules as envisioned by many RCI accounts. The real-world societies live with a hodgepodge of complex rules and institutions of various origins and purposes.12 The conflicts between their rules are an important source of institutional change. However, the typical methodological practice of analyzing institutions in isolation – or even in a vacuum – makes it hard for RCI to recognize this source of endogenous change.

Finally, rule cognition – the way in which people learn and apply the rules – demands more attention. This is most clearly seen in the case of informal rules. As the agents learn the rules from a limited set of observed examples and even more limited cases of positive and negative feedback (sanctions), there is no guarantee that they will learn exactly the same rules and that they will

---

11 There is a further dimension of rule-following that we will not discuss in detail in this Chapter. A typical RE discussion only sees two possibilities: following the rule or not following it. In real social life, the agents usually have more options. Not following the rule can have multiple meanings: it might mean breaking the rule in a specific situation (while generally following the rule), or it might mean rejection, that is, rejecting its legitimacy as a policy. Sometimes there is also the third option of avoiding the rule. Finally, and most importantly, even following the rule might be guided by strategic employment of its ambiguity in a manner that an outsider might call biased.

12 There is surprisingly little discussion about the demarcation between individual institutions in the literature. It is easy to agree with North’s (1990, p. 3) definition: “Institutions are the rules of the game in a society or, more formally, are the humanly devised constraints that shape human interaction”, but this definition talks about a complete set of institutions rather than an individual institution. Philosophical debates in social ontology suffer from the same problem. From the ontological perspective, this issue might seem secondary, but it is a real issue when one is attempting to explain real world institutions.
interpret these rules in exactly the same way. While there might be a broad agreement about typical applications of a rule, agents’ interpretations of the rule might diverge with respect to peripheral cases and novel situations. That is, diverse interpretations of a rule can co-exist. This variance in learned rules can be a source of future incremental changes in meaning, and hence a source of institutional change. This diversity might only become apparent with interpretative conflict among individuals or organizations. Biological speciation and the origins of languages and dialects are good models for thinking about change like this because small populations, local interactions, and variation-creating learning mechanisms can give rise to significant long-term change both within and between populations. Change could in fact be a random-walk process that does not have uniform direction or generic explanation, but this does not imply that it cannot be explained. While highly abstract RE models cannot capture institutional drift like this it is clear that these endogenous processes can still be analyzed in terms of causal mechanisms that incorporate some elements of RCI.

Taken together, these observations point to a rich set of conceptual resources for analyzing endogenous change, and institutional change more generally. Although our discussion has been brief, we hope that it shows that one does not have to give up RCI completely to accommodate these sources of institutional change.

5. Conclusion

The starting point of this Chapter was that any acceptable theory of institutions should be able to handle institutional change. We argued that RCI, particularly RE, suffers from endogeneity blindness, which is caused by the excessively abstract explananda and simplifying assumptions that accompany it. These assumptions lead to missed explanatory opportunities as they push endogenous change out of the reach of the theory. We have seen that RCI typically aims to provide generic explanations of the existence or persistence of an institution, rather than its attributes. It addresses highly stylized descriptions of types of institutions, rather than the historically variable attributes of particular institutions. The underlying belief is that addressing highly abstract explananda gives the theory generality, and thus explanatory power. However, the generality of this approach does not necessarily imply general explanatory power as there are very few real-world cases where the theory would apply directly, and it has given up the most important heuristic ideas that would help it adapt to concrete historical institutions. What in fact happens is that rational-choice theorists end up pursuing functionalist explanations that can only address the persistence or raison d’être of institutions. Highly limited explananda and incongruence with the causal mechanisms pursued by other social scientists limit the explanatory value of most RCI models.

Although it is customary in RCI to distinguish between explanations of the origins and stability of institutions (e.g., Greif 2006, Guala 2016), there is a sense in which this distinction is misleading.

13 These points have been taken seriously by credible cultural evolution theories (e.g., Boyd and Richerson 2005).
14 Acemoglu and Robinson have something similar in mind when they write: “In the same way that the genes of two isolated populations of organisms will drift apart slowly because of random mutations in the so-called process of evolutionary or genetic drift, two otherwise similar societies will also drift apart institutionally—albeit, again, slowly. Conflict over income and power, and indirectly over institutions, is a constant in all societies. This conflict often has a contingent outcome, even if the playing field over which it transpires is not level. The outcome of this conflict leads to institutional drift. But this is not necessarily a cumulative process.” (2012, p. 431)
While the emergence of new institutions is quite rare, the change is a constant feature of most institutions. Hence, it needs to be understood. Furthermore, these three *explananda* (i.e., origin, stability, and change) are not completely independent. For example, the configuration of causes that gave rise to an institution need not be the same as one that sustains it, or drives its change, but the two processes might still have interesting common elements. Of course, while theories and models that address only a subset of institutional *explananda* are not useless, this should not prevent us from acknowledging their limitations. In our case, it must be acknowledged that systematically ignoring change-related *explananda* creates such limitations for a theory of institutions. It is a serious hindrance for a theoretical approach to rule endogenous change out on purely conceptual grounds or otherwise to make it invisible. Moreover, it is possible that the perceived stability of institutions in RCI is an optical illusion created by too abstract a perspective. If this is the case, RCI would be even further from capturing how institutions really work.

Our discussion has focused mainly on endogenous change, but our main points apply more generally. Endogenous change is theoretically intriguing, but all institutional change demands attention. We do not claim that endogenous processes are the most important cause of institutional change. This is clearly an empirical question, and most interesting cases of change are probably combinations of both endogenous and exogenous processes (Koning 2016). The point is that it is difficult to justify the explanatory handicaps of a theory that rules out some possible forms of institutional change – especially on non-empirical grounds. Because understanding change is a key element of understanding how institutions stay in existence (or vanish), a general theory of institutions that ignores change is not credible.

Acknowledging the limitations of typical RCI models is also helpful in seeing how to move forward in analyzing the more complex institutions that interest political scientists. One of our main claims is that giving up some typical RCI methodological simplifications makes explanatory progress – understood as an ability to explain how real social institutions work – possible. These simplifications are mostly justified by abstract *explananda*. If they are replaced by more concrete *explananda* that political scientists and other social scientists address, the pathway we have sketched is fully open. RCI can still generate important insights about social institutions. Although RCI – no matter how it is interpreted – is never going to be sufficient for a comprehensive understanding of the workings of institutions, it can be a powerful part of the toolbox, as recent debates show (Mahoney & Thelen 2009; Hall 2009).\(^\text{15}\)

It must be realized, however, that giving up the simplifications of RCI to gain an explanatory advantage in explaining institutional change has consequences for the style of theorizing. First, to explain change, institutions must be considered as historical individuals, rather than tokens of some abstract types. Institutions are not natural kinds (pace Guala 2016). There is general knowledge to be had about institutions, but it does not arise from starting with highly abstract *explananda*. General knowledge will not be about functionally defined institution types, but about social mechanisms that are parts of institutions (Aydinonat & Ylikoski 2018). This understanding is often the result of painstaking analysis of particular institutions. Thus, “History matters” (North 1990, p. vii). And history here means more than just initial conditions for a general model. An

\(^{15}\) See Ylikoski and Aydinonat (2014) for our account of the epistemic import of highly idealized models. See Aydinonat (2008) for a discussion of the value and limits of highly idealized game-theoretical models of institutions.
institution is a historically changing entity and we have to understand the dynamics of this change. When institutions are conceived this way, there is no reason to assume that explaining their stability or persistence has any explanatory priority. Explaining persistence is important, but so is accounting for the changes and origin.

Second, the historical nature of the study of institutions has consequences for the role of elaborate formal models. While they will remain useful for more limited purposes, their role is now less central. They are tools for understanding the “logics of situation” the agents encounter, not direct explanatory representations. This is not a completely new idea. For example, when Thomas Schelling was arguing that the highly idealized game-theoretical models that are typical in RCI should not be considered as “instant theory” that could be directly applied to real-world cases, but as a framework for analysis (Schelling 1984, p. 241), he was making a similar point. What is needed is the development of ways to combine historically sensitive analysis of institutions with insights provided by the formal models. As we hope to have shown in this Chapter, it matters what you model: to fully understand how institutions work, we have to address their historical nature – how they originate, how they change, and how they end – not just some theoretically salient aspect of them.
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16 See Aydinonat (2008, Chp. 8) for a more extensive discussion of these issues.


